Methodological aspects of telephone scatologia: a case study.
The present paper focuses on the sexual paraphilia of telephone scatologia. Some psychological concepts of scatologia are reviewed; their methodological aspects are examined. It is argued that telephone scatologia is only one of the forms of audio scatologia (akophilia), which together with visual and textual scatologias present interactive but remote--intermediary--forms of sexual excitation, when the function of tactile contact is delegated to the sensory specific communication device, and where the perpetrator can be safe and sexually aggressive at the same time. The main objective of this paper is to present a case of prolific telephone scatologist, with the analysis of which the author was closely affiliated. The present paper does not pretend to cover all of the issues associated with etiology and psychogenesis of scatologia, but intends to offer rarely addressed material that could be useful in the fields of psychology, psychiatry, sexology, criminology and interpersonal violence.